On Nov 5, 2017, at 1:32 PM, Magnus Regnant
<mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:

Brethren Arnie,

Seriousness is always measured by sacrifice Arnie. If you see it otherwise, maybe this is why we do not see eye to eye.

It is without question our political Standing is placed upon both good will & honor above all.

Sorry to disagree Arthur. Seriousness is about the degree of intensity by which an answer is sought. Nothing more.

Life’s experience provides insight. Insight on its own...is its own rewards.

Granted you and your family endured great injustice. Were circumstances to be repeated, knowing what you know today, would you have changed anything in your conduct of the past?
Those who have not sacrificed what many of have faced in the various gulags throughout America, can never truly comprehend the courageous actions taken by those daring to maintain those blessings of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness and property rights acquired honorably thereby.

Experiences I've suffered and remain suffering on a daily basis for standing honorably against the military occupation under usufruct illicitly practiced against American National by illicit force of arms even unnatural per canon law so to speak, leaves none capable honorably able to claim our actions are unjustifiable.

You can only address your own experiences. Others must speak for themselves as they so choose. But based upon your comments it appears you have much to tell. Without knowing the details of your particular circumstances, one is not in any position to fully understand.

Not to minimize your challenges, Thomas. Many Americans have issues they bear. They like all of us
have been victim from the very beginning of their awareness. But my experience in life reflects that the solution exist in our heads as do the perceived issues we face.

I admit many of the conditioning affects and triggers were deliberately embedded within our realities carefully created for us and applied through daily indoctrination efforts at hand. However, not everyone became a victim.

But Arthur, it is a decision many people face. You and I included. Thomas as well. Men of honor will most always make the only choice they have open to them. Our planet is riddled with the bodies of such Americans.

And then there are many who would seem to compromise their honor. Many offer a reasonable sounding alternative...“to live to fight another day!”

And then there are some who offer no apologies...we have **Americans around us today who place no value on honor**.

And it is the observations of note I simply ask...
WHY?

Like Thomas, I do not believe illicit enforcement is a rational pursuit to be pandered by anyone. Especially, to a greater populace largely ignorant of either reality or what drives the current chaos thereof.

Thomas speaks for himself...as so do you...

As for your presumptive inaccurate assumptions you yourself pander, without any qualified predication supporting such ideologies..., once again you reveal so much.

Thank you for expressing your disappointment in my expressed, “presumptive inaccurate assumptions.” Please be so gracious as to provide more specific details of my failed efforts. With no specific reference, such comments lack foundation and reflect poorly as innuendo. Surely as honorable men we deal with truth.
And may I take this opportunity to point out that as a sovereign, much of what I express are my own beliefs and are based upon my own authorities establish by the ability to think freely and exercise the free will as granted by our CREATOR…and this is why I extend an open invitation to anyone to contact me for any reason, along with my direct contact information.

But lest you forget, he who has the most to sacrifice, has those most credit. That is, creditable honor Arnie. This is an ancient Maxim none can honorable deny.

Well permit me to offend you upfront, as I find no agreement to your last statement. Credible honor is established by consistently presenting a pattern of behavior that promotes and demonstrates ALL commitments and promises are more than guaranteed and honored to the intent of any agreement, between any freely consenting parties...with no exceptions or failures to deliver as promised.

And permit me to notice you of my own view of establishing honor...It is not established by just words. Have we not come to understand that words on paper or
parchment mean nothing unless the parties to such a document act with such honor as to respect and enforce the conditions... **ObamaCare** as a prime example... **The 14th Amendment**, and many other criminal acts committed by men of fake honor.

I sacrificed a family of 4 daughters, one natural son & one adopted. Not only did I suffer the loss of my family to social engineering, I lost my ranch to a populace that honorably should have come to our aid or stood alongside those of us but, rather left us to rot in prisons for our honorable efforts in our humble efforts to restore our Republic for which America organically arose and still pledges in allegiance as a national creed.

My sincere condolences for your losses. But you seem to use the term “sacrificed,” as though you had conscientiously ignored other options which might have produced other results. Granted, in this case it is only an assumption on my part but it is all the you related.

Without more details, just on the surface and based on your description of the events, not only were you the one suffering losses, but also members of your family.
did as well. You also seem to give recognition to the fact your local society failed in what you had anticipated as a reasonable level of visible—physical support for your efforts to restore the “Republic.”

Were there reasons for you to anticipate their support? Did they lie to you? Were they fully informed and in agreement with your efforts? Did they encourage you to proceed?

So then we are back to the basic question are we not? Why?

Why would those in whom you anticipated physical and emotional support...fail you?

Arthur...why>

So, before you judge us to harshly, remember this, our honor & sacrifices garnered for us many abilities, that allowed us to see the darkness of chaos facing those who choose not to listen to the wisdom of experience garnered by both honor and sacrifice as Men of Good Will, able to prove both our good will & honor eternally.
All our best,
Arthur 🏷️
Notice: U.P.C. Applicable.

As an equal, why would you even suggest I would be in a position to judge anyone, let alone you and harshly? So what is it about your conduct that should raise this level of concern?

Have I not demonstrated I know nothing? On what possible assumption would anyone even care about or even seek any advice from me?

I am just a plain sovereign American...created by the CREATOR...the same as anyone else...and an old one at that. Why should you be concerned about what I think?

On Sun, Nov 5, 2017 at 9:51 AM, Arnie Rosner
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Dear Arthur,

You do yourself a great injustice.

Your first response of “yes…” followed by responses of inaccurate assumptions does not merit additional time consideration on my part. But don’t let my rejection of your sincerity inhibit you. Feel free to continue to demonstrate your efforts at word art for the benefit of others.

Please contact me again when you are serious.


On Nov 5, 2017, at 7:35 AM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:

Brethren Arnie,
To answer your inquiry.

Your question:

1st Question: Is there some reason any of us must take any of these matters personally?

Answer: Yes in the answer to your first question.

2nd Question: Are we not all equal in the eyes of our CREATOR?

Answer: No. Due to the fact that every Man or Woman does not use free will to live & seek good will with all walks of life similarly situated thereby, in peaceful and honorably unanimity thereby. As is may be stated emphatically in no other uncertain terms otherwise, every man and Woman having been endowed by their Most High Supreme Creator in good will, to exercise equal dominion via nature's Law & Nature's (Creator/ Creative) Science of Right Reason. Therefore, those who do not seek nor live in good will thereby, abdicate equal dominion and forfeit free will in toto, to any universal right of dominion or sovereignty anywhere!
3rd Question: Is it really about any of us individually?

Answer: Yes. For the stated honorably rationale stated ut supra.

4th Question: Are we not all sovereigns?

Answer: No. For the stated honorable rationale stated ut supra.

5th Question: Are we not victims unless we choose to act in the capacity of a victim?

Answer: No. Free will endowed with good will seeking to live honorably thereby, never succumbs to victimhood. Rather we are naturally begotten from our Crowning Nativity as lambs from which we are naturally inclined as equal sovereigns toward good will in unanimity throughout our Grand E'States of Creation - to rise and rise again, until we each becomes the Lions of good will seeking to live honorably thereby. What you associate with victimhood is nothing but injuries suffered by good will. But, injuries suffered in no way justify one to act in the capacity of a victim in violence. Rather, it is
better to rise in good will toward solutions conquering violence with good will. Remember, violence solely seek to destroy good will, by destroying good will in the hopes of creating further violence thereby! They who fail prey to violence and rise in violence in return, soon finds themselves the perpetrators thereof. As is has been historically stated. Violence begets Violence. Rather, set your sights of eternal honor and live eternally in good will eternally thereby, and Creation will honor good will in return. This life is transient to say the least. So, it is enough to face each day in good will and hope for an eternity of honor for every kindness brought forth in good will thereby.

6th Question:
Is there something which places any of us in a position to treat each other with anything but the proper respect due us as sovereigns?

Answer: Yes. Any attempt to lead either Man or Woman & their Little Ones into involuntary subjugation unnaturally, either via religion or polity that evinces slavery or death beguiled thereby, automatically foregoes both respect & sovereign credit to claim any equal dominion in good will or otherwise, thereby.
7th Question:
The glaring question that presents itself, in matters like this...at least in my view...is simply this....why?

Answer: To ask such a question, reveals so much Arnie. But the best answer can be best reviewed by studying the good will and good works seeking to live in good will via Nature's Law & Nature's (Creator/Creative) Science of Right reason as espoused in honorable good will eternally by our S.E.A. of Life.

Never forget our political, spiritual and binding force by which we seek in good will to serve all walks of life seeking unanimity similarly situated thereby:

"In essentials, unanimity. In non-essentials, liberty. In all things, honor."

All our most precious regards to our brethren & all walks of life seeking honor.

Until then, I AM...
Ex-officio propositus in sanguinity, sealed from our naturally begotten Crowning Nativity via Wisdom of Divine Law, Your Sovereign Witness & friendly Voice in Law!

Most graciously...'In Honor We Trust'
Arthur, Magnus Regnant of Sovereign Earth Alliance


P. S.: Please, most graciously grant whatever courtesy for any incorrect scripture, syntax or grammatical errors.

But if grace fail our feeble entreaties, then as Don Corleone says ("Oil the gun..eat the cannoli. Take it to the Mattress."))

Why?

“We are increasingly governed not by law or elected representatives but by an unelected, unrepresentative, unaccountable committee of lawyers applying no will but their own.” < Robert Bork.

On Sun, Nov 5, 2017 at 6:39 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Is there some reason any of us must take any of these matters personally?

Are we not all equal in the eyes of our CREATOR?

Is it really about any of us individually? Are we not all
seriousness?

Are we not victims unless we choose to act in the capacity of a victim?

Is there something which places any of us in a position to treat each other with anything but the proper respect due us as sovereigns?

The glaring question that presents itself, in matters like this...at least in my view...is simply this...

why?

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Nov 4, 2017, at 6:56 PM, thomas deegan

<wvfreestategov@gmail.com> wrote:

my main response was only to the one that was in
conversation with arnie. all respect is due and granted.

On Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 10:48 PM, DPQ
<DPQ007@comcast.net> wrote:
Gents,
Attached are two docs from a foray into the corrupt legal system, here in
My initial petition and my final doc, a Writ of Error Coram Nobis.
I issued the writ after the small claims court 'judge' dismissed my case
without stating any reason therefore.
I lost my filing fee and nothing was accomplished (other than further
documenting the terrorist actions of STATE agents).
Ah, well, you three have been thru this, so it is nothing new to ya.
Just would prefer that you stop assuming I am one of the computer activists
who never enters into actual 'battle'.
Here is a vid of what happened a week after BSO was chasing me around the
"Broward County Judicial Complex"
THAT is a real keystone cop story ...
sigh
BT

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Magnus Regnant
To: thomas deegan ; Tom Goudey
Cc: Arnie Rosner ; Carl Alfred ; Judge Stewart ; ed johnston ; DPQ ;
jon.schwarz@theintercept.com
Sent: Saturday, November 04, 2017 8:04 PM
Subject: Re: The Beast

Breathren Thomas,
Well stated.

Having experienced the reality you speak of, germane to those who simply eMail, teleconference and otherwise, many years ago via the freemen movement, is what led us to create solutions otherwise!

You can not depend on others to do what you yourself are inclined to accomplish, if what you seek honorably, is to live and seek good will as we have.

To many so-called patriots are more than willing to express support until they must sacrifice whatever their invested in, whether home, farm, ranch or savings. Not to mention their families that keep people from doing what is morally just.

So, instead of ever believing either Men of Women would honorably seek to recreate reality for the possibility of Standing on the Filed of Honor, we ourselves have chosen from experience to agree with our adversaries quickly, honorably. People may judge us however they wish for our efforts. But, it is the doer that matters as Theodore Roosevelt once stated.

So, if your ever interested in being a doer of good, pursuing reality honorably seeking and living in good will, do not hesitate to communicate.

Maybe then, the only complaint from the those oft found standing on the sidelines is as Oscar Wilde puts it:


We look forward to people honestly and honorably looking to avoid any train wreek sponsored by those who would entice you into false presumptions or so-called patriotic bravado that they themselves would never lift a finger to act in accord thereby. These type of people are truly unworthy of people seeking to live in unanimity honorably otherwise.

But whatever you decide, be willing to Stand alone. For those who trust in people standing beside them
honorably today, will find themselves facing only dust in the wind. Rather, build both peaceful and honorably solutions and do your best to inform others willing to listen in good will and then, let reality reveal the truth of each spirit tested honorably via variation by agreement. Those who stand honorably thereby, are truly creditable and others who fail in such regards, let the Almighty destroy them, whether dishonorable or lukewarm in respect thereto.

I have tested many and go about testing many more, for the sake of even finding One worthy of being call a friend of honor above all else. It is amazing how few are honorable and even less organizationally able to stand via variation by agreement in accord honorably thereby.

All our best,

Arthur 🏷
Notice: U.P.C. Applicable.

On Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 11:33 AM, thomas deegan <wvfreestategov@gmail.com> wrote:
all very true and the men in america have had several opportunities to come together and stop this, yet cower
instead. the CONstitution is the underlying cause as it is constructive fraud and a contract. none of us alive today are signatories. so when will you stop e-mailing, teleconferencing and actually enforce the expulsion of foreign occupiers from the soil?

On Sat, Nov 4, 2017 at 12:20 PM, Arnie Rosner
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
For your review and action as it is required.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: "DPQ" <DPQ007@comcast.net>
Subject: The Beast
Date: November 4, 2017 at 9:08:03 AM PDT
To: <jon.schwarz@theintercept.com>

Mr. Schwarz,
I just read your column and watched the short film.

One might ask, "Who or what is the current Beast"?

IMHO, the U.S. government has morphed into a terrorist organization.

The USA republic has apparently been subjugated under the fictitious legal entity described here.

I am 60 now, and have been an activist for many years. I have filed actions in virtually every U.S. court and was arrested seven times in the past several years simply because I stood up to an unlawful CITY of FORT LAUDERDALE action to evict an elderly couple from their own home.

I submitted more than 40 demurrers (written and oral) in my defense of the 'obstruction' criminal charge.
NONE were ever answered by the prosecuting attorneys or judges involved in the STATE action.
These circumstances, I assert, are the simple constructs of STATE terrorism.
* When confronted by the govt one has an unalienable right to defend himself.
* If one defends himself with written demurrers, the govt has a duty to respond.
* If they respond with silence, the "Silence is Acquiescence" legal maxim applies.
* At that point all claims by the STATE are barred.

What happens, instead, is that govt agents will continue to press their charges, continue to arrest, and in my case send a 'fugitive squad' to my home to beat me up and assault my wife. I was then forced to attend a
Planet of the Apes trial several years after their 'speedy trial rule' expired. I was prevented from even saying what I needed to say to defend myself (arrested in the courtroom), found 'guilty' by the jury who were hardly my 'peers', and then sentenced to a year in jail by judge #3 who was assigned to the obstruction case by the Chief Judge who sent the SWAT team to my home.

There is much more I could tell you but, I am just trying to make this short. The Beast is here, it is the govt. What they do, daily, is terrorism. Pay-up ... or you will pay with your body kidnapped into their system. Many, pay with their lives.

Again, great job on the article. I will distribute among other activists.

Sincerely,
Bruce Toski
850 892-6535

P.S. the 'rationale' behind their lawlessness and the summary procedures they use to convict and extort are perpetrated under the guise of Executive Orders signed by Governors and Presidents. The EOs state that a STATE of Emergency exists. Under a STATE of emergency the courtrooms are operated under Martial Law Rules, thus the gold fringed Army flags we see in every courtroom now.
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